
Stairs are our passion
swissstairs® sets a new course on modern stairscase construction.



Editorial  

Be inspired!
«The staircase is perfect! We were also impressed by the way the 
stairs were built: first from a technical perspective, and also by 
how carefully people worked. Our compliments to everyone!»  
Customer feedback 

Over the following pages, you will see several impressive stair-
cases we have built over the last few years. Thanks to people 
like you who are continually on the look-out for something 
special and who have placed their trust in us.

It is always fascinating to start out with building owners 
and planners and to seek artistic expression, materials and 
colours. And every project we carry out becomes a further 
source of inspiration.

I am extremely thankful for the great team we make! 
Results are not the only thing that matters; the path we 
take to reach our goal is important too. Many of our clients 
are happy with their staircases - they take pleasure in 
them and enjoyed designing them with us. This is very 
valuable for us and we want to incorporate this in every 
respect.

So when should we start?

Markus Gyger, Gyger Metallbau
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Metall stairs

DOWN-TO-EARTH.  UNIQUE.

Our staircases are all uniquely developed one-offs.
Raw steel plates are carefully hand-selected with the client and turned into very special swissstairs®.
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Stringer stair
Left: half turn stringer staircase, edged 
sheet-metal treads covered with ceramic 
tile. Pratteln 
Right: stringer staircase with 2 quarter 
turns. Made entirely from painted steel.
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Winding stair
Left: winding staircase made from painted 
steel with oak treads. Hardturmpark ZH

Right: windig steel made from rustic hand-
selected sheet-metall. Berner Oberland
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Winding stair
Left: steel-aluminium composite 
lightweight winding staircase. Prime Tower ZH

Right: winding staircase with smoked oak 
treads. Private home 
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Steel tube
Left: single-stringer staircase with a quarter 
turn. Made entirely from raw oiled steel. 
Right: spiral staircase with outer stringer.
Langnau im Emmental
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Spiral stairs
Spiral staircase with full sheet-metal railing
treads made with Rorschach sandstone.
Langnau im Emmental
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Winding stair
Left: raw oiled steel winding staircase with 
cherry wood treads. Udligenswil

Right: painted winding staircase with 
granite treads. Villa Zürich
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Winding stair
Winding staircase made from rustic hand-
selected sheet-metal. INDIGO Fitness Lucerne
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Stringer stair
Left: loft stringer staircase. Loftwohnung Zürich

Right: raw oiled steel plate stringer 
staircase. HSB Belp 
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Stringer stair
Left: straight stringer staircase with 
decorative cut-outs. Oberdiessbach 
Right: straight stringer staircase with 
15 mm oiled oak treads. Hardturm Zürich
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Folded steel
Left: folded raw oiled steel staircase, railing 
in laminated clear glass.  Rolle VD 

Right: folded raw oiled steel staircase and 
railing.  Loft Spinnerei III Windisch
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Stringer stair
Half-turn stringer staircase, folded steel 
treads covered in epoxy. Villa Forch
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Wooden stairs

WARM. CLOSE TO NATURE.

Our exclusive wooden staircases speak for themselves.
The parquet or solid wood treads are all constructed by hand without the use of CNC support. 

Each piece of wood is carefully chosen and coordinated.
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Folded
Left: folded staircase in white oiled oak, 
laminated clear glass railing. Brig

Right: solid oak quarter turn folded 
staircase. Chalet Schönried
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Folded
Left: folded staircase of oak parquet. 
Villa Muri 

Right: solid oak folded staircase. Juchlishaus
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Glass stairs

TRANSPARENT.  FLOODED WITH LIGHT.

Glass has been used in staircases for decades. Despite this, the new possibilities are endless.
Our expertise in staircases and metallic construction are combined in a very special way in our glass staircases.
Here precise planning and, in particular, careful handling during installation are required in order for the pieces of 

glass, some 7 metres long, to be placed in precisely the right spot.
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All glass
All glass staircase with integrated LEDs.
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Glass stringer
Glass stringer staircase with laminated 
glass railing, treads made from painted 
oak. Villa Murtensee
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Steel & Glass
Raw oiled steel stringer staircase with 
laminated glass treads lit from the side by 
LEDs. Geneva
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Innovation and creativity
With a swissstairs staircase, you will own a unique high-quality
piece from the beautiful Bernese Oberland

View from Gantrisch near Heimberg. Picture: www.naturbild.ch
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With a swissstairs staircase, you will own a unique high-quality
piece from the beautiful Bernese Oberland
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